
HIRO YANAGIMACHI  Order Lineup List

Made to Order

For those who want more quality 

and comfort from their shoes

Our Made to Order shoes are built on our base lasts 
which we have developed over years of experience 
to take into account the special characteristics of the 
human foot. The most appropriate type of last for a 
customer is determined after trying on our various 
fitting samples.

No, base last is used

Not available

No

Lace-up, Side Elastic and Loafer

Lace-up

Side Elastic

Monkstrap

Loafer

Boot

Not available

Not available

Standard

Possible to request

Some restrictions for Machine Sole Stitching

JPY 250,000 ~ 350,000

Same price for first order and subsequent orders

Price reduced by about JPY 50,000

compared to handsewn

Order Features

Order Lineup

Last Production

Toe Shape Modification

Trial Fittings

Design

Last

Shoe Styles

Design Customization

Create Own Design

Hand Stitch

Sole 
Specifications

Price 
Estimate
(including
shoe tree) 

Machine Sole Stitching

Rubber Sole

Specification Modifications

Handsewn

Machine Sole Stitching

JPY 300,000 ~ 400,000 for first order

Without last costs: JPY 250,000 ~ 350,000

Made to Measure

For those who are not satisfied 

with Ready to Wear shoes

Our Made to Measure shoes are built on a base last 
that has been modified to address any problem 
points a customer may have with our fitting samples. 
This order method can accommodate various foot 
shapes and allows for personalized specifications to 
the shoe.

Yes, base last with modifications

Possible (with restrictions)

Only with boots (separate fee applies)

All styles

Possible

Not available

Possible (Machine Sole Stitching)Possible (Machine Sole Stitching)

Standard

Possible with Rubber Sole

Various requests possible

JPY 450,000 ~ for first order

Without last costs: JPY 300,000 ~ 400,000

Bespoke

For those who want the most 

personalized shoe possible 

A bespoke shoe is built on a last that has been 
created from scratch for a customer. The ideal fit is 
then achieved through trial fittings. Bespoke offers 
you the most personalized shoe possible – an 
opportunity to create a shoe uniquely for yourself, 
down to the smallest detail. 

Yes, last made from scratch

Yes

Yes

All styles

Possible

Possible (restrictions apply, for negotiation)

Possible

 (Machine Sole Stitching, restrictions apply based on last)

Standard

Possible with Rubber Sole

Various requests possible

Price reduced by about JPY 50,000

compared to handsewn

Price reduced by about JPY 50,000

compared to handsewn

✓

✓

Lace-up

Side Elastic

Monkstrap

Loafer

Boot (trial fittings)

✓

✓

✓

✓

Possible

Lace-up

Side Elastic

Monkstrap

Loafer

Boot (trial fittings)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓


